UK Master Distributor of ORALITE® Reflective Sheeting

Be seen and be safe with our range of Vehicle Conspicuity products

CHEVRON KITS
As UK Master Distributor of Orafol reflective sheeting, Tennants can provide Chevron Kits for all commercial
vehicles working on our highways and construction sites.
Utilising vehicle specific made to measure templates, our kits fit perfectly onto a huge range of models.

Chevron kits supplied by Tennants are produced from high quality Oralite Fleet Engineer Grade reflective material
(5200, 5400 and 5600 ranges) and fluorescent cast pvc film (6510 and Premium 7510) providing an eye-catching
and durable display, ensuring your fleet gets noticed and operates safely.
Our fleet vehicle range of vinyls feature excellent printability, are removable using heat and conform to uneven
surfaces. They are also available with Rapid Air adhesive to make application even easier.

To achieve an even greater visual impact or for Emergency Services
and Utility Vehicles choose from our range of Prismatic films
VC612 is a premium (up to 7 year) prismatic livery film of single
layer flexible construction, allowing cutting and application to
uneven surfaces with no edge sealing required. VC212 is a
mid-range version of the same product with VC170 providing a
cost effective source of prismatic reflectivity for bollards, lamp
columns and similar structures.

CONSPICUITY TAPE
To ensure the visibility of Trucks, Trailers and Tankers
our ECE 104 tapes will set your fleet apart
ORAFOL are the wolrd’s leading manufacturer of ECE104 tape with 20 years of experience in safety markings
for the transport industry.
VC 104+ is a single layer prismatic reflective tape with a life
of up to 10 years, available for both Rigid Sided and Curtain
Grade Segmented vehicles, including pre-cut Tanker Stickers
(NOTE: Tape for curtain sided vehicles carries a 3 year life).
Available in a range of colours, VC 104+ tape can be
personalised with your logo and branding (MOQ of 6 rolls)

Contact our sales team on 0115 973 8088 or email tmsales@tennantsuk.com
for more information or to arrange a visit

